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BACKGROUND

Nesting is a familiar problem frequently comes across in a number of industries where raw
material has to be cut cost-effectively from a given stock sheet. Apart from different
requirements in each industry due to its own characteristics, one common goal is to minimize
material wastage by arranging patterns in a most desired manner [6]. Figures 1, 2 and 3
present three different instances of the Nesting Problem. Figure 1 depicts the leather gloves
(irregular geometrical shape) to be cut from irregular shaped leather stock piece. Figure 2
describes rectangular shapes (regular geometrical shape) to be cut from rectangular stock sheet.
Figure 3 presents irregular shapes to be cut from a rectangular stock sheet. Working directly
with the irregular shapes does not seem feasible particularly when number of shapes to be cut
is large. Researchers adopt an alternative approach to reduce the complexity level that makes
use of a two-step procedure [2]. In these heuristics the first step is that the piece templates are
encased in minimum-area rectangles. The piece templates are look-alike polygons of the
actual shapes that optimally bound the shape totally. Figure 4 demonstrates how original
shapes can be converted into look-alike polygon using appropriate computational geometry
techniques. Figure 5 illustrates how a shape (synonym to template) is enclosed in a minimum-
possible area rectangular module. These modules include all combinations of the pieces
(even in multiples) of the same or that of different pieces. Number of heuristics and rule of
thumb are in practice e.g., in shipbuilding industry most of the shapes to be cut are required in
pairs. Figure 6 depicts the common practice adopted to perform pair-wise clustering of
required shape and then encasing these pairs into modules. It is these rectangular forms that
are fitted then within the boundaries of the sheet. Ultimately, the problem reduces to that of
cutting rectangular pieces from a fixed set of stocks. Better utilization is also possible if pair-
wise clusters of different shapes are considered shown in figure 7. Even higher level clustering
may also yield better utilization [1]. Figure 8 illustrates a heuristic used to combine two
shapes into one. Thus the pair-wise clustering tactics can be extended to obtain higher level
clustering if applied on composite shape. The basic algorithms suggested for nesting and
rectangular packing have been briefly presented in algorithms 1 and 2.
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Figure 1 Irregular shapes and irregular stock sheet

Figure 2 Regular shapes and regular stock sheet

Figure 3 Irregular shapes and regular stock sheet



Original Shape Approximated Polygon

Figure 4 Approximation of original parts to similar looking polygons

On rotation to On rotation to On rotation to
side ab by 1 side bc by 2 side ea by 3
(Best Rectangular Enclosure)

Figure 5 Rectangular enclosures of a shape



Pair wise clustering of same shape using relative orientation of 180.

Placing side by side Aligning biggest sides

Figure 6 Pair wise clustering

Figure 7 Comparison of resulting wastage obtained on clustering of two similar
and dissimilar shapes.

Cluster of two shapes Combined polygon of two shapes
Figure 8 Combined Polygon of two shapes



Algorithm for the Main Nesting Program
Step 1 Shapes are entered with the means of simple drafting routines;
Step 2 Shapes are approximated to similar looking polygons while taking

into consideration various factors like bridge width, etc.;
Step 3 Compute area and best enclosing rectangle for individual shapes;
Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all the shapes
Step 4 Perform pair-wise clustering or multi-level clustering of similar or

dissimilar shapes and obtain best enclosing rectangle of clustered
shapes. Compute the area of the rectangle

Step 5 If (Area of the rectangle of clustered shapes) < (Sum of areas of
rectangles of individual shape)

Then
Retain combined shape;

Else
Retain individual shapes;

Repeat steps 6 and 7 for all available rectangular stock sheets
Step 6 Call Rectangular Packing Module;
Step 7 Plot the output and print results and summaries;
Stop.

Rectangular Packing Module (Algorithm 2)
Step 1 Arrange rectangles in descending order of area;
Step 2 Place 1st rectangle at origin and define pivot points;
Repeat following steps for each rectangle
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for all pivot points for each rectangle considered
Step 3 Place rectangles at pivot points;
Step 4 If (Rectangles do not intersect)

Then
Compute Area;
If (Area of enclosing rectangle that encases all rectangles

is the least)
Then

Retain rectangle’s position;
End If

End If
Step 5 Shift in rectangles in horizontally or down vertically while preserving

overlapping criteria for shapes;
Step 6 Define additional pivot points
Stop.

Systematic approach used in rectangle packing algorithm to place second rectangle
when first rectangle has been placed is a two-step procedure. Figure 9 explains the
heuristic implemented for the said purpose.



Step 1: Placing first piece at sheet reference point. This will give rise to two pivot points, i.e.
positions on the stock sheet, where next rectangular piece can be placed.

Step 2: New piece is placed vertically and horizontally at various pivot points. Orientations,
which give least wastage, resulted on enclosing two placed rectangles by a bigger
rectangle are retained.

Figure 9 Systematic searches for the best posit ion of the second rectangle



PROBLEM DEFINITION

For the nesting purposes, the preferred choice with researchers is rectangular packing based

solutions. An alternative to use rectangles is the nesting of the pieces into identical polygons,

which can be used to tile the plane. The complete sets of plane tiling are well known and

include triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons and hexagons [3]. Various methodologies have

been suggested for rectangular packing by different authors. Wang [7] used the assumption

that acceptable cutting patterns were limited to guillotine cuts. Instead of determining all

feasible cutting patterns, combinatorial algorithm to find patterns by successively adding

rectangles to each other were found and undesirable feasible solutions, which were not

guarantying minimum desired savings, were not further branched and bounded as such.

Solution methodology suggested by Adamowicz and Albano [8] tried to group rectangles,

which have at least one dimension in common, into the strips. These strips were fitted onto

the stock sheets optimally using dynamic programming approach. Israni and Sanders [9]

experimented with greedy approach and used first-fit decreasing heuristic for bin packing.

The approach enjoyed tremendous appreciation from other researchers as it can be easily

implemented on micros (the most favourable computing option on floor shop) due to its

simplicity and reasonable quality results. AYC Nee [2] used the technique of sorting

rectangles on Length, Area and Length/width ratio and then to start rectangular packing by

placing the first rectangle on lower left corner of the sheet. In the next step pivot points

created as a result of placing rectangle are identified and examined for further nesting. These

pivot points are the most potential positions where further rectangles can be placed. Authors,

while working on developing procedures for nesting also worked on a module that performs

rectangle packing. In the approach adopted, new sorting parameters such as Width and

Perimeter were also considered for sorting rectangles. The definition of pivot points was

taken to be top-left and bottom-right corners of the rectangle just placed. It was found that

rectangular packing algorithm developed results in poor sheet utilization as undesirable gaps

between shapes were observed. This can be attributed possibly due to lack of availability of

robust techniques for clustering shapes into rectangular modules. It has been observed that

during rectangle packing there lied the scope for better utilization of sheet, which can be

achieved by placing clustered pieces, encased in minimum enclosing rectangles, side by side,

and, then sliding those rectangles inwards until shapes do not overlap [4, 5]. Refer figure10 in

which a single shape and its enclosing rectangle have been shown. When another rectangle

containing the same shape is placed along with, a gap between the shapes was observed. This

gap can be removed if the enclosing rectangles are allowed to overlap in such a way that the



shapes may touch each other. In the paper methodology adopted to slide in/ down rectangles

during rectangle packing has been discussed along with an example to display the much-

desired increase in sheet utilization.

Figure 10 Comparison of resulting wastage while placing rectangles side by side and by
allowing sliding in of rectangles during rectangle packing

METHODOLOGY

Computational Geometry is an ancient approach based on straightedge and compass

construction of Euclid. Since entities used in nesting are points, lines, polygons, circles and

arcs in the plane, hence Computational Geometry is the obvious methodology that being easily

implement able and can be tested/ verified for its correctness. Following terms have been used

while discussing the methodology adopted to remove gaps during rectangle packing: -

Shape Actual shapes to be nested are constructed with simple drafting routines. In
order to handle these shapes with the help of programming languages these
are suitably converted into appropriate data structures such as closed polygons
(Convex/ Concave) whose vertices are sequenced in anti-clockwise direction.
[1]. If the shapes have been convex polygons only then number of robust
computational geometry techniques are available to handle the nesting.
Concavity feature of the shapes where saves the space adds to the complexity,
as no standard routines are available to handle these. Since the primary
objective is effective sheet utilisation, hence shapes have been approximated
as concave/ convex polygons.

Left Front of
the shape

Left front of the shape consists of the sequence of vertices of the shape, along
the shape boundary, starting with the vertex having maximum y-value,
moving in anti-clockwise direction and ending at a vertex having minimum y-
value. Refer Figure 11. In case more than one vertex has maximum y-value
or minimum y-value, then start/ end vertices in such cases are ones with
minimum abscissa values. Time complexity O(m), where m is the maximum
number of vertices in the convex/ concave polygon required to approximate
the shape.

Right Front Right front of the shape consists of the sequence of vertices of the shape,



of the shape along the shape boundary, starting with the vertex having minimum y-value,
moving in anti-clockwise direction and ending at a vertex having maximum y-
value. Refer Figure 11. In case more than one vertex has maximum y-value
or minimum y-value, then start/ end vertices in such cases are ones with
maximum abscissa values. Time complexity O(m), where m is the maximum
number of vertices in the convex/ concave polygon required to approximate
the shape.

Top Front of
the shape

Top front of the shape consists of the sequence of vertices of the shape, along
the shape boundary, starting with the vertex having maximum x-value,
moving in anti-clockwise direction and ending at a vertex having minimum x-
value. Refer Figure 11. In case more than one vertex has maximum x-value
or minimum x-value, then start/ end vertices in such cases are ones with
maximum ordinate values. Time complexity O(m), where m is the maximum
number of vertices in the convex/ concave polygon required to approximate
the shape.

Bottom
Front of the
shape

Bottom front of the shape consists of the sequence of vertices of the shape,
along the shape boundary, starting with the vertex having minimum x-value,
moving in anti-clockwise direction and ending at a vertex having maximum x-
value. Refer Figure 11. In case more than one vertex has maximum x-value
or minimum x-value, then start/ end vertices in such cases are ones with
minimum ordinate values. Time complexity O(m), where m is the maximum
number of vertices in the convex/ concave polygon required to approximate
the shape.

X-Shift This is the maximum permitted distance by which rectangles can be slide in
negative x-direction, during rectangle packing, so that enclosed shapes don’t
overlap. Refer Figure 12. Complexity of the procedure depends on points
that constitute the left front and right front of the shapes. It is linear in order.
Detailed Procedure to compute X-shift is as: -

1. Find the right front and left front of shapes enclosed in rectangular
enclosures placed side-by-side horizontally.

2. For each pair of rectangles, containing shapes, as identified in step 1,
find all the distances from vertices (of fronts identified of one shape)
to the edges of the front of other shape. Refer Figure 12. Let these
distances be d1, d2, …, dn.

3. X-Shift = Min (d1, d2, …, dn)
Y-Shift This is the maximum permitted distance by which rectangles can be slide in

negative y-direction, during rectangle packing, so that enclosed shapes don’t
overlap. Refer Figure 13. Complexity of the procedure depends on points that
constitute the top front and bottom front of the shapes. It is linear in order.
Detailed Procedure to compute Y-shift is as: -

1. Find the top front and bottom front of shapes enclosed in rectangular
enclosures placed side-by-side vertically.

2. For each pair of rectangles, containing shapes, as identified in step 1,
find all the distances from vertices (of fronts identified of one shape)
to the edges of the front of other shape. Refer Figure 13. Let these
distances be d1, d2, …, dn.

3. Y-Shift = Min (d1, d2, …, dn)



In order to remove the gaps between the rectangles during rectangle packing factors X-Shift

and Y-Shift have to be determined. Sliding in rectangles by [-(X-Shift)] distance horizontally

and/ or [-(Y-Shift)] distance vertically will remove the gaps between the shapes.

Figure 11 A shape with its 4 fronts i.e., Left, Right, Top and Bottom

Figure 12 X-shift = d3



Figure 13 Y-shift = d5

EXPERIMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Two simple case studies have been exemplified to demonstrate the wastage associated with
rectangle packing algorithm, suffering from an inherent problem of producing gaps between the
shapes when rectangles are placed side-by-side. Two typical shapes (that can demonstrate the
effectiveness of improved rectangle packing algorithm and for which grain direction is an important
consideration) encased into respective rectangular modules have been taken into thought. Since the
basic aim of the study is to demonstrate the substantial advantages, if can be obtained by sliding in/
down rectangles during rectangular packing, hence to keep the experimentation simple, pair-wise
clustering option have not been considered. Stock sheets of 47 X 20 square units in case study 1
and of 14 X 6.4 square units are considered in case study 2. When rectangles are placed just side-
by-side, it is possible to place only 18 and 24 such shapes respectively. Refer Figure 14 and Figure
16. The sheet utilization in the two cases is 50.22% and 37% respectively. Sliding in and sliding
down of rectangles, during rectangle packing, allowed 28 and 42 shapes to be placed respectively
that ultimately increased the sheet utilization by 55.5% and 75%. Refer Figure 15 and Figure 17.
It has been observed that sliding in and sliding down the rectangles, in such a way that enclosed
shapes do not overlap, can substantially increase the sheet utilization. It may perhaps be feasible
for rectangles with different sizes and/ or containing different shapes enclosed within them, if
considered can also result in more savings. The likely difficulties expected are: -

(i) Developing more routines, based on computational geometry, to handle rectangles of
different sizes that contain different shape profiles encased within.

(ii) The techniques to be developed will definitely be computationally costlier as these may
require more CPU processing and memory resources.

However, scope for guaranteed savings in stock sheet leaves a big opportunity for more and
more fine-tunings in the rectangular packing algorithm. The reduction of gaps between shapes
maximizes sheet utilisation, but it limits the use of the algorithm to packing problem only. Cutting
problems, if to be considered, due importance is given to other manufacturing constraints, grain
directions and bridge width etc.

AUGMENTATION AND REMARKS

The identification of plane tiling is an easy Group Theory problem once a type of regular polygons
is well known. Researchers comment that considering hybrid tiling given by different types of
simple polygons makes the problem harder. Literature review substantiates that due to commercial
confidentiality, very few methods are publicly made available that involves lattice packing of non-



convex polygons. In the job elucidated, a general description of methodology is given following a
hierarchy taking into account “size properties”. These properties can involve low-level properties
such as the POSE (position, orientation, size and eccentricity of fitted ellipses, e.g.), mid-level
properties such as concave-convex alternate or high-level properties such as an estimation of
curvature. The chosen framework corresponds to the description by concave/convex regions. The
authors have tried number of cases to test the proposed heuristic. A small set of experiments was
conducted on taking different sized rectangular modules. The same procedure of calculating x-shift
and y-shift is also applicable for rectangles of different sizes that encase different shapes. It has
been observed that the use of algorithm is limited to small number of shapes of different sizes due
to extensive processing time involved. Authors have tried a pre-processor that makes use of neural
shell (Back-propagation algorithm) to automate the step of classifying the shape depending upon its
profile. This overrides the necessity of calculating x-shift, y-shift time and again. The idea of
introducing intelligent pre-processor is based on the best guess that shapes used in the industry are
typically of limited types and once the dyes and other cutting patterns are approved, it is very rare
that new shapes are frequently introduced. To manage re-calculating time-consuming processing of
x-shift and y-shift, a database is maintained that records profile of the shape and acceptable x-shift
and y-shift. Depending on the profile of the shapes, database can be explored to make use of pre-
determined x-shift and y-shifts so as to place the similar rectangular cases at the pivot points
generated during rectangular packing.

CONCLUSIONS

Properly authenticated heuristics based on computational geometry and intelligent processors are
quite useful to overcome the inherent drawbacks of traditional rectangle packing algorithm. More
processing performance and storage capacity of desktops and that too reasonably priced makes a
Digital PC a preferred choice at floor-shop to provide complete Computer-aided Engineering
environment for Nesting purposes.

CASE STUDY 1



Figure 14 Rectangle packing algorithm packed 18 irregular shapes with area of 2.5 sq. unit each
(approx.) laid on stock sheet of 14X6.4 sq. units resulting in overall sheet utilization factor =
50.22%

Figure 15 Improved rectangle packing algorithm packed 28 irregular shapes with area of 2.5 sq. unit
each (approx.) laid on stock sheet of 14X6.4 sq. units resulting in overall sheet utilization
factor = 78.12%. There is ultimate savings in sheet material savings by 55.5%

CASE STUDY 2

Figure 16 Rectangle packing algorithm packed 24 irregular shapes with the approximate area of 14.5
sq. units each (approx.) laid on stock sheet of 47 X 20 sq. units resulting in overall sheet
utilization factor of 37%



Figure 17 Improved Rectangle packing algorithm packed 42 irregular shapes with the approximate area
of 14.5 sq. units each (approx.) laid on stock sheet of 47 X 20 sq. units resulting in overall
sheet utilization factor of 64.8%. There is ultimate savings in sheet material by 75%
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